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The growl of Formula One engines revving.

FADE IN:

EXT. RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

A dozen strollers in three rows edge back and forth as they 
wait in the middle of a deserted street. Six RED STROLLERS. 
Six BLACK STROLLERS. A preschooler inside each stroller wears 
a corresponding red or black helmet with matching leathers. 
Sleeveless. Names on helmets. Visors obscure faces. 

No adults allowed. 

CHARLIE is a red-helmet driver with a “ANGELS FOREVER” 
temporary arm tattoo. Slaps both hands on the stroller bumper 
bar like they’re resting on handlebars. Turns to...  

SIDNEY, a black-helmet driver with a “DEVIL DOGS” temporary 
arm tattoo. Stares down Charlie.

Charlie shakes a fist at Sidney.

A black stroller wheel spins in place. Smokes. Travelling all 
of an inch but produces soft rubber to grip the road ahead.

Sidney’s attention moves from Charlie to the road ahead. 

Engines rev louder. 

A few paces in front of the strollers, a diapered TODDLER 
studies the field... Drops a green flag.

They’re off!

Begin aggressive music.

Strollers race down the street, swapping positions. 

Rounding a corner, a black stroller drifts wide. Pushes a red 
stroller into an uncontrollable spin.

POV RED-HELMET DRIVER: The world blurs as it turns. Stops.

Undaunted, a tiny fist throttles the stroller bumper bar back 
and forth like revving a motorcycle engine. 

A stroller tire throws gravel. Finds pavement. Leaves rubber.

Deep in the pack, JACKIE and FRANKIE in black strollers 
converge on either side of ROBIN’S red stroller. Pinned. The 
black strollers escort their rival off the street and into...   

THE FRONT YARD



Sets Robin on a collision course with a tree.

POV ROBIN: About to meet Mr. Maple.

Black strollers appear on either side of the tree without the 
red stroller-- 

CRASH

Stroller totalled, Robin shakes a fist at Jackie and Frankie.

RESIDENTIAL STREET

Charlie wrestles the lead from Sidney.

Sidney gestures “follow me” to another black-helmet driver, 
JULES. They swerve from view.  

Two black strollers peel away from the pack. Dart into a 
house through an open door. A shortcut. 

INSIDE THE HOUSE

Jules goes left. Sidney goes right. 

We follow Sidney up the side of the wall... The world on its 
side, the black stroller avoids pictures-- The television-- 
Careens toward a tall cabinet-- 

Turns onto the ceiling... Now the world upside-down, the 
stroller dodges a light fixture. Circles it. Sidney reaches 
out. Snags the light fixture. Instantly, the stroller stops. 

The world flips right-side up... The stroller falls. 

Sidney catches the bumper bar with one foot. 

Both Sidney and the stroller dangle from the light...

Sidney’s grip... FAILS.  

All four stroller wheels land firmly on the ground. Sidney 
lands firmly inside the stroller. Zips away.

Jules in the other black stroller HURDLES down the stairway 
railing on two wheels. Who knows how they got upstairs. 
Catches the bend at the bottom of the railing-- SHOOTS down a 
hallway at breakneck speed.  

The stroller flattens a door gate.

A feline screams. 

A CALICO CAT goes flying. 
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POV JULES: Headed for a dining room table...

Jules leaps out of the stroller-- 

As the stroller flies under the table, the top SHEARS away. 
Now, it’s a convertible.  

Jules sprints across the table. 

Vaults over a centerpiece of flowers. 

One foot lands on a plate. Slides awhile. The other foot 
finds a second plate. 

Confidently, Jules skates. 

Slips. A plate fires into the wall-- SHATTERS.   

Jules falls. Bounces into a backward somersault and lands in 
the convertible stroller emerging under the table. 

Races away. Jules facing the wrong direction.

Sidney’s black stroller screams around the corner-- 

Clips Jules’ stroller. 

Puts Jules into a hard spin. The stroller topples. Bursts 
into flames. BLOWS UP.

THE BACK YARD

All nine lives on the line, the Calico Cat jets through the 
doggie door. Sidney’s stroller SPLINTERS a larger hole in the 
door. 

On foot, Jules isn’t far behind. Both biscuits burning, Jules 
jumps into a kiddy pool. Steam rises around Jules. 

RESIDENTIAL STREET

A wall of green laurels-- Sidney’s black stroller EXPLODES 
through the hedge. Leaves fly. 

Sidney wipes away leaves stuck to the visor.

Sidney’s stroller brodies in the street. Drifts. Spins away.

The competition... mere specks on the horizon. 

Leading the pack, Charlie shakes a fist. 

HIGH ABOVE THE STREET

A group of strollers race down the street. 
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Music abruptly changes to a lullaby. Birds chirp. 

JUMP CUT TO:

The strollers disappear. Replaced by blankets in the middle 
of the street. The drivers sleep. 

The lullaby abruptly changes back to aggressive music.

JUMP CUT TO:

Back in strollers, the drivers race down the street again. 

RESIDENTIAL STREET

Charlie sucks the last few drops from a straw. Crushes an 
apple juice box in one hand-- Throws it aside. 

Charlie’s red stroller pops a wheelie. Rockets into the lead. 
Sidney steals the lead back. 

As they nose back and forth, the others fall behind.

They run side-by-side around a corner, like Judah Ben-Hur and 
Messala racing chariots... 

Sidney’s black stroller bumps Charlie’s red stroller. Hard.

Wheels side-by-side.

The drivers trade looks. 

Sidney SLAMS Charlie out of view. 

Bracing for impact, Charlie flies into...

THE PLAYGROUND

At high speed, Charlie’s red stroller narrowly avoids the 
merry-go-round, then the monkey bars... 

Hits a rough patch of uneven grass. The stroller buffets like 
a hydroplane kissing whitecaps on a windy day.

Charlie rattles and shakes inside. 

POV CHARLIE: Spies the finish line beyond the houses.  

RESIDENTIAL STREET

A CHOCOLATE LAB marks a fire hydrant. The dog’s eyes swell. 

POV LAB: A stampede of strollers hell-bent for leather.  

Jackie hangs a large pipe wrench outside the stroller. Lines 
up the hydrant. Swings for the fences-- 
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The dog dives to safety a heartbeat before a blow from the 
wrench pops the nozzle on the fire hydrant--

A stream BLASTS across the street like a water cannon. Sweeps 
away a couple of red strollers. 

The wrench flies into the street. Bounces on the asphalt.  
Finds the spokes of another red stroller. Freezes the wheel. 

The red stroller skids to a stop.

Now a commanding lead, three black strollers ramble away.

THE PLAYGROUND

Still hopping and rocking at high speed, Charlie turns, 
arcing toward a playground slide.

Determined, Charlie leans forward. 

The red stroller blurs faster. Busts a wheelie. 

Bounces onto the bottom of the slide. Climbs it like Evel 
Knievel. Launches into the air. 

High above the playground, the stroller blots out the sun.

A shadow races across a ballfield below.

THE ROOF

The stroller makes the rooftop of a nearby house. Barely. 

The back wheel sticks in the gutter. 

Charlie prairie-dogs over the side of the stroller. 

Futilely, the wheel spins. 

Charlie leans forward. 

The wheel catches roof. Grabs. SPITS a couple shingles. 

The stroller powers higher. Faster. Higher! FASTER. 

POV CHARLIE: Nothing but blue skies ahead. 

Charlie shakes a fist.

Tattoo in full view, “ANGELS FOREVER.”

The stroller launches off the roof...

RESIDENTIAL STREET

The Toddler readies a checkered flag for all the marbles. 
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Victory certain, three black strollers jockey for position.  

Sidney looks to the heavens.

HIGH ABOVE THE STREET

A red stroller sails through the sky. 

Charlie checks over one side of the stroller, then the other. 
Gravity is doing her thing. The ground comes up fast.

A tiny hand grabs a black cable. 

Suspended by one hand on a low-hanging cable, the stroller 
swings back and forth a couple of times...

Below, three black strollers whip past. 

The cable snaps!

RESIDENTIAL STREET

We move from the finish line chalked across the pavement to 
the Toddler raising a checkered flag. 

Sidney leans forward.

Charlie lashes the cable around their hand.

Slingshotting on the cable, the red stroller SWOOPS down-- 

SIDESWIPES one black stroller into the other two. All three 
black strollers tumble like bowling pins.

The cable goes flying. The red stroller bounces down on the 
two right wheels, then the two left wheels. Weaves a crooked 
line. Settles hard on all four wheels. Skids hard and...

Fishtails across the finish line. The Toddler jumps up and 
down, waving the checkered flag. 

Sidney stands over his mangled stroller. Removes his black 
helmet. Snarls. His teammates, all boys, crowd near.

Charlie, lifts off her red helmet. Piles of red wavy hair 
spill out. Smiles for everyone.

Beaming, her teammates swarm. All of them girls, they raise 
their red helmets in solidarity.  

Triumphant, Charlie shakes her fist. 

End on her arm tattoo “ANGELS FOREVER.” 
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